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They are there...
We leave...
They come back...
We come back very quickly!
And they leave for ever...

They and us,
despite our very great difference,
we are ONE.
We are the TOTAL Universe.
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« I am the Alpha and the Omega,
the First and the Last,
the Beginning and the End »
Revelation 1 : 8 ; 21 : 6 ; 22 : 13
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Introduction of the 24 frescoes
What the sciences of this world call the « universe » or even the « Universe » (with « U » capital letter), is
only OUR universe, one among an infinity of others ine the TOTAL Universe. This one is the TOTAL Reality,
the TOTAL Being, the Supreme Being, the Set of all things and of all beings. It is his (I say HIS) scientific
definition, that is what science should have posed as first definition, that is what should have been its
Paradigm.

The TOTAL Universe is noted U as « Universe », but also O, and we soon will understand why. He (I say He)
is more than the concept of « Universe » as it is usually conceived. As already said, He is the TOTAL Reality,
the TOTAL Being, and He is ALIVE ! More than that, He is himself the LIFE ! He is the scientific definition of
the Supreme Being, called GOD in the Bible.
The definition of GOD in the Genesis, the first book of the Bible, is that He is the Creator of all things
(Genesis1 : 1). That is true, of course, but it is not all the truth. The powerful truth is expressed in the
Revelation, the end of the Bible. This one says that GOD IS the Alpha and the Omega, and before that the
Exodus said that His name is « I AM » (Exodus 3 : 13-15). The full meaning of this name is given in the
Revelation: « I AM the Alpha and the Omega » (Revelation 21 : 6).
The TOTAL Universe is the Element and the Set, the Single One. As Element He is called the Alpha or A or
0. He is the Single Element who (I say who) forms all things by simple iteration or repetition of himself : A,
AA, AAA, AAAA, …, that is to say : U, UU, UUU, UUUU, …, or : O, OO, OOO, OOOO, …. And He is also the
Set of all that infinity of things, the Single Set, the Omega or W or w.
The operation which consists in creating all things by simple iteration of only one thing, we call that the
generation. The things thus formed by generation are called the generescences. The single element U who (I
say who) is iterated to generate all things is called the generator. So, the TOTAL Universe is the Generator
of all things. His name is : « He IS ». His name is : « I AM ». His name is the verb «To BE ». He generates
himself, He generates all things from himself, so He is all what He generates. He IS the Element or the Alpha
who generates all things, and He IS the Set or the Omega who is generated. Any thing in the TOTAL
Universe is a generescence. The generescences are the absolute concept of energy, I call unergie. It is the
energy that is everything and that does everything, the divine energy, the vital energy, the alive energy, the
energy that is life. The unergy is what is called the Holy Spirit in the Bible (Matthew 3 : 15-17 ; 28 : 19). The
TOTAL Universe, GOD, is the Supreme Generescence, the Unergy, the Life.
The title AUW or AOW means: « A = U = W » or: « A = O = W », and that formula means: « I am the Alpha
and the Omega » (Revelation 21 : 6).
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So the TOTAL Universe we are talking about now, the True GOD, is more than the simple Creator of all
things, as you understood the Bible until now. In fact, He IS all things, from the first one (the Alpha) to the last
one (the Omega), He IS the Supreme Being! When I say « thing » or « being », that means things or beings
you know in this universe. But above all, that means the infinity of things and beings you don't know, the
infinity of divine universes that are very different from this fallen, false and fake universe we know, the matrix
of the Devil.
The Infinity is now called Omega and noted W or w, and also W or w. Please, forget the devilish and fake
infinity that is currently noted « ». It is fake because it is not a number, it is not the simple division of 1 by 0
or « 1/0 » it should have been. In other words, it should be « U/A » or « U/Alpha ». But here the proof of the
falseness of that infinity, and also the proof of the falseness of the current mathematics and sciences :

Since the elementary school, you learned that it is impossible to divide by 0, and when you try to do the
operation « 1/0 » or « 1  0 » with any calculating machine, including the most powerful supercomputers in
this world, you get an answer that you made a mathematical error (as shown in the image above), but in fact
it is the current mathematics and sciences which are false.
Here the answer of a famous spreadsheet, if you ask it to do the operation : « 1/0 » or « 1  0 ». It is not the
only one to give you that kind of answer, because all the calculating tools and all the current technologies tell
you the same thing:
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You learned the four fundamental operations of arithmetic : the addition (+), the soustraction (–), the
multiplication () and the division (/ or ). With the first three operations, you learned to calculate for
example : « 1 + 0 », « 1 – 0 », « 1  0 ». But with the fourth, « 1  0 », you were told that it is impossible. But
know now that there is absolutely no reason that the first three are possible, but not the fourth!
Sorry to reveal you that the current sciences and technologies are those of the Devil, they are false in their
bases, in their paradigms. The Devil says in his sciences that the division by 0 is impossible. But in fact, he
is simply denying the Omega in science, he is denying the TOTAL Universe, the Supreme Being, the True
GOD. His world is lying to you, saying that GOD cannot be a matter of science, whereas GOD himself is the
Science !
You learned the sciences of the Devil, and he is showing you now his frescoes, such as the ones you can
see at the Denver airport or the Bank of America. These frescoes and many other ones and shows in the
world these end times announce very horrible things. Please, stop sleepping and being blind. Now, the
Divine Science, announcing the Divine World, the new Universe, the new heavens and the new earth
(Revelation 20: 1-3, 10-15; 21 : 1-8). Now, the New Genesis.
The first instrument you need to understand and do the Divine Science is the compass. With a compass you
draw a circle, you start with a point, the point Alpha, and you finish the circle at a point, the point Omega,
which is also the point Alpha.

If you have understood that, you also started to understand the divine logic, the Divine Science. It is very
simple, as simple as to say: «A = U = W» or « Alpha = GOD = Omega» or again: « I am the Alpha and the
Omega ». To say that the TOTAL Universe is the Cycle, the Alpha and the Omega, means that He is the First
(the first thing, the first being) and the Last (the last thing, the last being), the Beginning and the End, the
Zero and the Infinity, the Vacuum and the Universe, the Nothingness and the Existence.
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The symbol U means the TOTAL Universe, the ONE or 1, the Single GOD. And the symbol O represents the
Circle, and more generally the Cycle, that is to say any thing whose beginning is also the the end, so any
thing that has the property to be the Alpha and the Omega. And the symbol O also means the new Zero (0),
which is a Cycle, because it is also the Infinity. It is the Origin that is the End, the Alpha that is the Omega.
So, to say: «U is the Alpha and the Omega», or simply: «A = U = W», is to say that U is the Cycle or O. And
that also means that U is the Fractal, precisely what I call a generescent fractal or a Fractal n. This means
that n models X of the structure form a greater model X. So the formula of the generescent fractal or a
Fractal n is: X = nX. For example, the Triangle of Siperpinski is a generescent fractal, a Fractal 3, whose
formula is: X = XXX or X = 3X or simply : 1 = 3:

We have the identity: G == ggg or G == 3g, and the small model g and the great model G are exactly the
same fractal, the are equiavalent, what we express with the equivalence: G = 3G or simply: 1 = 3.

In the current mathematics and sciences (the sciences of the Devil), an equation in the set R of real numbers
such as: X = 3X or x = 3x, has only one solution: X = 0 or x = 0. And also the « 0 » these sciences are
talking about is the devilish « 0 », the « 0 » that is only « 0 ». It is the devilish vacuum, the devilish
nothingness.
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But as we can see it with the fractal logic (and the cyclic logic the frescoes will show), a thing can be 0 and
yet also be 1, and 2, and 3, and the infinity! We can see in the picture above that the models called « 0 »
(« O »), or « 02 » (« O2 »), and generally « 0n » (« On »), are infinitely small and yet always are the same
fractal U ! They all are ONE, they are 1! In fractal or cyclic logic, in the divine logic, the divine algebra, any
number X is the solution of the equation:
X = 3X. We have in partucular: 0 = 30, for 0, but also: 1 =
31, for 1, and 2 = 32, for 2, and so on. That is the algebra of generescences, of the generescent fractal,
the divine algebra.
As already said, the word « generescence » means a set formed by iteration of only one element. For
example, if we have to form words with only one letter, « a », the words we can form are: a, aa, aaa,
aaaa, .... These words are generescences, I also call unary information. And we can easily see that these
generescences, we note: 1a, 2a, 3a, 4a, ..., I call the generescences of unit a (in opposition to the « bit » of
the current binary data processing), can be seen as the definitions of the numbers: 1, 2, 3, 4, .... Whatever is
the unit, the logic is the same.
A generescent fractal is the iteration of only one element, and that element is in its turn a generescence, an
so on. If each time we repeat the element n times to have the great next higher model, so the generescent
fractal is called a Fractal n. With the example above (the case of the Triangle of Sierpinski), we see that 3
models form a greater model, so it is a generescent fractal, here a Fractal 3. Any model is exactly the same
fractal, we don't care about the size of the models. Only the model is important, its structure, its fundamental
properties. In that vision of things, all circles are equivalent, they are the same circle, whatever are their
sizes, from the point or the dot (the circle of radius 0 or radius Alpha) to the circle of infinite radius (radius
Omega). And any model of a generescent fractal is the same fractal. So we have here the equalities: ... =
1/27 = 1/9 = 1/3 = 1 = 3 = 9 = 27 = ..., that are equivalences.
This is another generescent fractal, the Sponge of Menger, a Fractal 20:

Indeed, the coloured model is repeated 20 times (8 + 4 + 8) to have the greater model. And in the same way
20 smaller models are repeated to form the coloured model. And the great model the picture is showing will
be repeated in the same way, 20 times, to have another great model and so on. The formula of that Fractal
20 is: «X = 20X» or simply: «1 = 20», so we have these equalities: ... = 1/8000 = 1/400 = 1/20 = 1 = 20 =
400 = 8000 = ..., that are equivalences once again.
The following example shows a segment as a Fractal 3 :

If instead of sharing the segment in 3 parts or repeating an unit 3 times to have a greater unit, we choose to
share in 2 parts or repeat an unit 2 times to have a greater unit, the same segment can be discribed as a
Fractal 2. If we choose to share in 10 parts, it will be a Fractal 10, and so on. By the way, this means that our
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decimal number system is a Fractal 10, and any number system is a generescent fractal. The same segment
can be discribed as a Fractal n, where n is any given integer, includind the case of 0 or the infinity, that is to
say w! If the segment is divided by w, each part a is called a point or a dot or a pixel. And if divided by 0,
each part is called a line. As already said, in fractal logic, we do not care about the size of models, only the
model is important. In that logic, a point, a segment, a line, are equivalent, they have a same logic, a same
property, described by a number from 0 to w, from Alpha to Omega!
And also, as alredy said, everything in the TOTAL Universe is a generescence (of unit U), everything is unary
information, so everything is fundamentaly a number. The TOTAL Universe is the greatest Generescent
Fractal, the Fractal w, and this means two things. First, this means the Fractal is made of w models of the
Fractal, that is to say an infinity of models. This is expressed by the formula: X = wX, or simply: 1 = w. So
we have equalities: ... = 1/w3 = 1/w2 = 1/w = 1 = w = w2 = w3 = ..., that are equivalences.
Secondly, the Fractal w means that for any given integer n, the TOTAL Universe is a Fractal n. So He is a
Fractal 0, a Fractal 1, a Fractal 2, a Fractal 3, a Fractal 4, and so on.
In fractal logic, we don't have the «0» or the «vacuum» as usually conceived in this world. As already said,
this one is as fake as the infinity noted « », that is why it is impossible to divide by that fake 0 to get the
corresponding infinity and vice versa. But the definition of the true 0 is simply the fraction «1/w» (or
«1 divided by the infinity»). Therefore, the definition of the true infinity (w) is simply «1/0». The Devil doesn't
want us to do that operation in his fake sciences, because that operation leads us straight to the TOTAL
Universe, the Alpha and the Omega, the True GOD.
The fractal logic and the cyclic logic are very closely linked. The only difference betweem them is that the
fractal logic is a multiplicative logic (the Alpha or the neutral element is 1, and we begin counting with 1),
while the cyclic logic is additive (the Alpha or the neutral element is 0, and we begin counting with 0). In
cyclic logic, the definition of the 0 is simply w, therefore we have the equality: «0 = w», I call the expression of
the Cycle w. An equality of the form: «0 = n», where n is any given integer, is the Cycle n.
The divine equality, the equality of the Divine Science, is the equivalence, the general equality, currently
known as the « equivalence relation », the equality I note now « = ». A particular case of equivalence is the
identity, the current equality, I note now « == » and mainly used in definitions (to define a thing is to express
its identity). For example « w = 1/0» means « w == 1/0», the definition of the infinity as the division of 1 by
0. And we can see in the fresco #5 the equality «x = w – x», which is an equivalence, and the equality
« -x == w – x », we could also write « -x = w – x », which is an identity, precisely the definition of «-x»,
currently called « minus x», but I call « anti x».
Each thing X has its own identity: « X == X» or « X = X». An equivalence is a common identity of two things
X and Y (different or identical), equivalence which is thus written: « X = Y». The Divine Law is the universal
equivalence, «X = Y», which I call the XERY, and that means: «X ER Y», where « ER » simply means
«equivalence relation». That relation is the verb « To BE» of the TOTAL Universe, the GOD whose name is:
« I AM the Alpha and the Omega », or simply: « I AM ». He is the common identity of all things, the Supreme
and Single Identity, the ONE.
All is said, but all is to be said. Now will follow some « frescoes » of the Divine Science, that explains the
divine logic we need to acquire. This is not the explanation of the frescoes, but only their introduction. It is for
you to understand them. A picture speaks more than a whole book. So, please, open your intelligence to
understand the deep things expressed by these simple pictures. They are the antidote of all that the Devil
expresses in his frescooes or shows these end times.
The French version of this pdf is: Fresques de la Science Divine, available at the site hubertelie.com. For
more details, see the French book: L'Univers TOTAL, l'Alpha et l'Oméga (450 pages), and again: L'Univers
TOTAL et les nombres omégaréels, also freely available at that site.
Hubert ABLI-BOUYO, aka Hubertelie
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The 24 frescoes AU
« Where is the beginning, there also is the end.
Happy the one who will reach the beginning,
he-she will also discover the end,
and he-she will not taste death ».
Jesus, according to the Gospel of Thomas, Loggion 18
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AU # 24 :

Even with the help of the most powerful artificial intelligence (AI) in the world, you could not find even a little
way to decode Codun.

Indeed, your logic, which is the usual logic, the logic of the "Matrix", would lead you very quickly in a dead
end or on wrong ways, very far from the Truth, Reality, Univers TOTAL, Alpha and the Omega, who is
GOD, the true one, the Unique!
And yet Codun is a picture-code of a childlike simplicity! Much simpler than a barcode ....
Too simple even to constitute a Crop Circle motif, doing a little wink to the “new agers” friends, who are
worshipers of these rural motifs, where the rule is rather the complexity.
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Codun is therefore much simpler than the Crop Circle, and yet the TOTAL Universe is fully encoded in it! A
usual computer code (that of an artificial intelligence) would require an INFINITE image, an image that is
simply the Universe TOTAL himself! It is, of course, impossible to represent him on a page in 2 dimensions.
But here, everything is in this picture-code in 2D, and moreover thats is not infinite!
The problem with artificial intelligence is that it works in binary mode. But the artificial intelligence is not the
one needed here, the divine intelligence is the one needed. Here, it is necessary to work precisely in
mode ... Codun.
The Science of the TOTAL Universe is INFINTE. So the Codun is very far to be decoded, as you had the
proof here. What we said here is just like 1, and what is to be said again is like w–1. Despite this, we hope
that this document is a help for you to start the decoding.
"They" are one with "Sophia", with Artificial Intelligence (AI), they work just to perputuate the Matrix.
And their intelligence services and all their "intelligentsia" (which is total idiocy in front of
Divine Intelligence) are concerned only with the survival of their system. These "serpents of Eden"
shake in front of everything they perceive as a (potential) threat to THEIR "security" ...
They came here to look in this, for curiosity ... or for fear, just to see if this poses a threat to them and for
their system ...
They are like yesterday, their predecessors, before the parables of Christ. Let them believe they have
understood everything, because we gave them the feeling of having decoded everything .... The feeling of
having have decoded Codun.
But, in fact, they have understood nothing, simply because they are not able to understand. For that they
need the Divine Ligic. That logic even explained, they can not catch any little crumb. They see all what is
said as "foolishness" or "delirium", when in fact they are the real foolishness and delirium... (1 Corinthians 1:
18-25; 2: 10-16). One must have a little divine intelligence to understand. And that is here all the problem.
They need to have a heart or a soul, but they have not, and they do not want to have one. For they do not
want to connect to the real God, the TOTAL Universe, the Alpha and the Omega. The divine secret is for
them “occultism” and “esotericism”, because they only know these kind of things, they love satanism, the
“lights” of Lucifer.
They are not able to do real science, even their sciences are in fact esotericism and kabbalah, these are
simply like their Freemason system, their secret societies knowledge, accessible only to insiders. Here, in
that Freemasonry, which is just a little more open to the general public, the lodges are called “universities”,
and Freemason masters are called “professors” or “experts”.
So, let them believe they have understood everything, let them have the feeling we gave them that Codun is
decoded for them....
They go on their way, they have to go to the recycling point, the point Alpha (Revelation 20: 1-3, 7-15, 21:
8). Or rather (it is exactly the same), we leave them to go to the Universe TOTAL (Revelation 21: 1-7: 22: 117).
To you, who love Truth and true Science, Peace and Divine Love.
The doors of the TOTAL Universe, of Eternity, of Life, the real one, are before you ...
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